Explore More.

Undergraduates at the University of Iowa can get involved in research as soon as they arrive on campus. ICRU helps students navigate undergraduate research. Contact us at any point for help!

Why do research?
Research rounds out your undergraduate experience. Consider these benefits:

• Identify and experience career paths;
• Problem solving & communication skills;
• Learn more about your field;
• Build relationships with faculty and staff;
• Enjoy hands-on education.

Start now
Find departmental webpages. Click the “Research” tab to see faculty research projects. Once on campus, visit ICRU or undergraduate research festivals.

LEARN MORE
icru@uiowa.edu  icru.research.uiowa.edu
319-335-8336  6 Gilmore Hall, Iowa City, IA 52242
@uiowaicru  @uiowaicru  @uiowaicru